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About This Content

The FPS Weapons Pack provides a small arsenal of game-ready weapons, with no coding required. Drag these objects into your
map for the player to pick up and use. Pulverize your enemies with a machete, .22 pistol, combat shotgun, MP5 submachine gun
and an M4 carbine. Each weapon includes sounds, effects, animations, and scripted behavior that make it ready-to-use in your

Leadwerks games.

Installing the DLC

To install this DLC, select the "Workshop > Browse Workshop" (or "Manage AddOns" in Linux) menu in the main window.
Select the "Subscribed" tab and choose this DLC in the list. Press the Install button, and the DLC contents will be added to your

current project.
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Saw this on Jingles "Casual Saturdays" and thought I'd take a punt on it.

Lost an hour to it the first time I put it on.

It's a lot of fun for such a simple premise. I've had no problem finding other people to play against, and thus far the community
has been really friendly.

You also don't need to be a fighter pilot whiz to enjoy it as it's one of those "easy to learn, tricky to master" type of games..
There just isn't any sign of this being a game, let alone a game that could be fun. Maybe rework it and rerelease it and see how
that works out for you.. Use with caution, I used it fine up until I had to do a clean reset for my PC. Running it messed up with
my USB drivers bad. I suspect it identified drivers wrongly, I'm not sure but be careful. If being FORCED to run around hitting
things with a sledgehammer while on a time limit doesnt annoy you then this game could be tolerable.
They have locked all but the tutorial and even if you want to try some of the more challenging jobs in the "Single Mission"
mode, nah you have to unlock it first.
I paid my money, i wish i could play all the game without having to grind through Career mode.

. I love this mod and it is differnt from your usual ww2 rts but it needs more maps. Taking forever to find a match! ( ASIA
South Korea ). \udb40\udc21. For what the game is, it is quite good and has some good ideas as well as a true passion for
Leonardo Da Vinci (especially with those achievements).

I do admit that the mouse movements can be a little fidgity (particulary with any wheels) and some puzzles/ clues are not fully
explained at times, still would reccomend it, especially if a fan of The Room.

Looking forward to the sequel in the future. Control problems! This game is "casual" aerial combat game that has way too tight
hitbox and learning curve to really be "arcade". It kills basically all the fun to see you die over and over without any chance of
killing enemies that move way too fast and that you simply can't hit without prior flight simulator experience. I don't
recommend this game for anybody except maybe flight simulator elites who have lost their mind and want to play something
very casual
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This short VN is full of attractive artwork and memorable characters, and is well worth the time to play through all routes. My
original intent purchasing this was to help finance more Vinty, but I got far more. The characters and story remained active in
my thoughts weeks after I'd finished.. there is nothing worng with this port if you know how to edit config files. Until this gets
proper controller support, along with fixes to some game pausing\/stopping issues... Pass.

And to the developer, you have a good foundation here to build upon, but you may want to research what makes a SHMUP not
only playable, but enjoyable.
. If you like Goosebumps then yes, if you like point and click games, then also yes you should totally play this. If you ever read
the Goosebumps books as a kid you'll remember some of the characters that show up and it's fun to solve things (nostalgia-
wise). Great graphics and sound and some nice humor, wasted on the randomness of Breakout. If you like that sort of game
you're set, if you're irritated by the concept of missing collectables because a ball won't bounce the way you need it to, pass..
Fun game with a lot of potential. Have already ridden distance from Boston to NYC. Often end up drenched in sweat when I get
off. Still needs some polish in the games and more options, but definitely is keeping me exercising when I would normally not
want to.. The controls are terrible and I would like a refund.. Decent bundle of hidden object games. Quality varies between the
games. Lake House and The Other Side are quite good. The rest are merely average. Worth picking up on sale if you like
HOGs.. ...If you like casual and vast puzzle games that progressively get more and more complex as you play them, this game is
for you!
...If you love the Portal games, but aren't afraid to play as deep of a puzzle game in a 2D laser bending environment, then this
game is for you!

Laser Maze offers a huge bang for your dollar and looks to have taken this indie developer hundreds.. if not thousands of hours
to design and build. Don't let the 2D graphics fool you, this is a deep puzzle game that will offer a challenge, so be ready!

Watch my "First Play on Launch Day!" First Impressions Review video right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sq74JAn4-Wg&feature=youtu.be

Highly recommended if you like good puzzle games and you don't mind the 2D graphics.

My scoring system gives this game an impressive 93% and this is the first Steam game of 2019 that makes my "Zaxtor Indie
Gold!" list of special and high value indie gem selections! ..High props to the developer of this one, his first title on Steam!
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